Bee I Sports Arena
Operating the Bee I Sports Arena System:
The new Bee I Sports Arena II delivers a physically active and mind-engaging fitness experience, along
with ground-breaking individual player results tracking (great for justifying PEP grants!), updateable
sound themes (musical tones, animal sounds, sci-fi tones and more!) and multiple games for YMCAs,
Schools, Park Districts, Health Clubs and the ever growing Medical Market. This multiplanar,
multidirectional interactive fitness game delivers documented brain and body fitness while providing the
participant unbridled fun and excitement!
The concept of the Bee I Sports Arena II is so simple, even toddlers can play! Listen for the tone (to
identify which tower), move to the tower, identify the light, and tap it as quickly as possible. The player is
scored on accuracy as well as reaction time. Sounds easy, right? Yet Bee I Sports challenges top
professional athletes and US military Special Forces! With its variable speeds and customizable light
pattern configurations, we can create the ultimate Exergaming experience for any level of single
participant or teams. Bee I Sports is enjoyed by everyone!

System Highlights:
















Full color touch screen
Customizable tones
Multicolor LED lights
Round targets flush to the unit
12 targets per tower
Bopper ball & staff holder
Incredible Programming Flexibility
Incredible programming flexibility!
Separate programs for Youth Fitness, Medical/Rehab and Sports Performance Training
Memory for player score history
Upload new games & sounds via USB
Quick Start button
Individual scores by tower/player
Import-Export Data
Improved testing diagnostics

Durability






Constructed of USA Made 14 and 11-gauge Steel
Lexan targets
Commercial grade full-size touch screen
No pads to replace
Speakers are protected within the towers

What is the warranty? The warranty period for Bee I Sports is the best in the business. 5 years on the
frame, 1 year on everything else.

